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Georgi Georgiev – Jorrras has an active presence on Bulgarian art scene and is one of the
most interesting and multifarious contemporary artists. Working with graphics, painting,
installation, photography, using text in his works, Jorrras is extravagant in the choice of his
artistic devices and his multilayered way of expression. His works are impressive and easy to
be remembered due to their emotional character, and definite candidness, regardless
whether it is a billboard from the ‘A-A-H’ project, a painting from ‘Shoot God’ exhibition, or a
grotesque image of the new oligarchs in ‘Business comes’ project.
‘Long live the King’ exhibition by Georgi Georgiev – Jorrras is a project created especially for
Sariev Gallery and is his second solo exhibition in year 2009 after ‘Business comes’
presented in ‘Vaska Emanuilova’ gallery.
In the compact space of Sariev Gallery Jorrras presents a composition of objects which is his
own interpretation of the problem of confined spaces. The artist comments upon the symbolic
aspect of this metaphor. ‘Long Live the King’ puts the actual problems of contemporary
people, claustrophobia, the constant confinement of spaces, the core and the extreme, the
real lack of freedom, which is yet possible.
There are several installations in the composition of objects, which are corresponding with
each other and turn the gallery into a cynical and sinister pavilion. Thus, the spectator
confronts the toxicity of the mass-media and our own disgust at being subordinated.
“Long live the King” – installation, different sizes, 2009. Detailed description of the working
technique: upholstery – black patent leather, fluorescent light, glass – wool with foil, rubber
gloves, kinescopes, vaseline, text, linings.
Georgi Georgiev – Jorrras, born in 1975, graduated the National Art Academy, Sofia,
subject graphics.
Awards:
2006, second award for painting at the National competition for young artists and critics,
International foundation ‘St. st. Cyril and Metodius”, UBA (Union of Bulgarian Artists);
2004, awarded with the prize for young Bulgarian artists of “Art Dialogue” association Paris,
France.
Nominations:
‘1989 – 2009, Europe – after 20 years’ – MOYA, Vienna – nominated by City Art Gallery,
Sofia; ‘BAZA’ Award for contemporary art; The Gaudenz B. Ruff Award competition –
Nomination 2007, City Art Gallery, Sofia; M-tel Awards for contemporary Bulgarian art, 2005
Solo exhibitions:
2009, ‘The Business Comes’ project – 5 sculptures from the ‘Shoot yourself’ series – Vaska
Emanuilova Gallery, Sofia
2007, ‘Shoot God’ series, co-exhibition with Sabine Schmutterer – Dauhaus studio independent art space, Sofia
2006, ‘1’ – National Art Gallery, Sofia
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